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The Col la pse of the Wave F u n ction

The Idea of the Collapse

The measurement problem was first put in its sharpest possible
form in the 1 930s, by John von Neumann, in an extraordinary
book called Mathematical Foundations of Quantum Mechanics
(von Neumann, 1 955). It looked to von Neumann as though the
only thing that could possibly be done about the measurement
problem was to bite the bullet, and admit that the dynamics is
simply wrong about what happens when measurements occur, and
nonetheless right about everything else. And so what he concluded
was that there must be two fundamental laws about how the states
of quantum-mechanical systems evolve:
l.

When no measurements are going on, the states of all physical
systems invariably evolve in accordance with the dynamical
equations of motion.
II. When there are measurements going on, the states of the
measured systems evolve in accordance with the postulate of
collapse, not in accordance with the dynamical equations of
motion.
But this clearly won't do. Here's the trouble: What these laws
actually amount to (that is: what they actually say) will depend on
the precise meaning of the word measurement ( because these two
laws entail that which one of them is being obeyed at any given
moment depends on whether or not a "measurement" is being
carried out at that moment ) . And it happens that the word mea80
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surement simply doesn't have any absolutely precise meaning in
ordinary language; and it happens ( moreover) that von Neumann
didn't make any attempt to cook up a meaning for it, either.
And so those laws, as von Neumann wrote them down, simply
don 't determine exactly how the world behaves (which is to say:
they don't really amount to prospective fundamental "laws " at all) .
And there has consequently been a long tradition o f attempts to
figure out how to write them down in such a way that they do.

Here's where things stand: Suppose that a certain system is initially
in an eigenstate of o bservable A, and that a measurement of ob
servable B is carried out on that system, and that A and B are
incompatible with one another. What we know with absolute cer
tainty, by pure introspection, is that by the time that measurement
is all done, and a sentient observer has looked at the measuring
device and formed a conscious impression of how that device
presently appears and what it presently indicates, then some wave
function must already have violated the dynamical equations of
motion and collapsed. What we need to do is to figure out precisely
when that collapse occurs.
Let's try to guess.
Perhaps the collapse always occurs precisely at the last possible
moment; perhaps ( that is) it always occurs precisely at the level of
consciousness, I and perhaps, moreover, consciousness is always the
agent that brings it a bout.
Put off the temptation to dismiss this as nonsense just for long
enough to see what it amounts to .
On this proposal (which is due to Wigner, 1 9 6 1 ), the correct laws
of the evolution of the states of physical systems look something
like this: All physical objects almost always evolve in strict accor
dance with the dynamical equations of motion. But every now and
then, in the course of some such dynamical evolutions (in the course
1. This isn't a way of saying that there's anything illusory about the collapse;
it's just a way of saying at precisely what point the collapse (which is a physical
process) occurs, a way of saying precisely what sorts of processes precipitate
collapses.
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of measurements, for example), the brain of a sentient being may
enter a state wherein (as we've seen ) states connected with various
different conscious experiences are superposed; and at such mo
ments, the mind connected with that brain ( as it were) opens its
inner eye, and gazes on that brain, and that causes the entire system
( brain, measuring instrument, measured system, everything) to col
lapse, with the usual quantum-mechanical probabilities, onto one
or another of those states;2 and then the eye closes, and everything
proceeds again in accordance with the dynamical equations of
motion until the next such superposition arises, and then that
mind's eye opens up again, and so on.
This proposal entails that there are two fundamentally different
sorts of physical systems in the world:
Purely physical systems (that is: systems which don 't contain
sentient observers) . These systems, so long as they remain
isolated from outside influences, always evolve in accordance
with the dynamical equations of motion.
B. Conscious systems (that is: systems which do contain sentient
observers). These systems evolve in accordance with the more
complicated rules described above.3

A.

But the trouble here is pretty obvious too : How the physical state
of a certain system evolves (on this proposal ) depends on whether
or not that system is conscious; and so in order to know precisely
how things physically behave, we need to know precisely what is
2. Here's an example: An observer carries out a measurement of the hardness
of a black electron. Eventually (when the measuring device has done its work, and
the observer has looked at the device) , things get to be in the state in equation (4.7),
and then the mind's eye of the observer opens, gazes upon her brain, and causes a
collapse, with equal probabilities, onto either the first or the second of the terms
in that state.
3 . This (needless to say) amounts to a full-blown radically interactive mind-body
dualism. Wigner thought that this sort of dualism turns out (ironically) to be a
necessary consequence of physics: he thought that there was a physical job to be
done in the world (the job of collapsing wave functions ) which could only be done
by a not-purely-physical thing.
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conscious and what isn't. What this " theory " predicts (that is: what
"theory" it is) will hinge on the precise meaning of the word
conscious; and that word simply doesn't have any absolutely pre
cise meaning in ordinary language; and Wigner didn't make any
attempt to make up a meaning for it; and so all this doesn't end up
amounting to a genuine physical theory either.
Let's try another guess. Perhaps the collapse occurs at the level
of macroscopicness (not at the last possible moment but, as it were,
at the last reasonable moment). On this proposal (which has lots
of originators and lots of adherents), the correct laws of the evolu
tion of the states of physical systems look something like this: All
physical objects almost always evolve in strict accordance with the
dynamical equations of motion. But every now and then, in the
course of some such dynamical evolutions (in the course of mea
surements, for example) , it comes to pass (as we've seen) that two
macroscopically different conditions of a certain system (two dif
ferent orientations of a pointer, say) get superposed, and at that
point, as a matter of fundamental physical law, the state of the
entire system collapses, with the usual quantum-mechanical prob
a bilities, onto one or another of those macroscopically different
states.4 Then everything proceeds again in accordance with the
dynamical equations of motion until the next such superposition
arises, and then another such collapse takes place, and so on.
There are two sorts of physical systems in the world according
to this proposal too:
N.

Purely microscopic systems (that is: systems which don 't
contain macroscopic subsystems) . These systems, so long as
they remain isolated from outside influences, always evolve
in accordance with the dynamical equations of motion.
B'. Macroscopic systems (that is: systems which do contain
macroscopic subsystems ) . These systems evolve in accor
dance with the more complicated rules described above.

4. Here's an example: Somebody carries out a measurement of the hardness of
black electron. Eventually (when the measuring device has done its work ), things
get to be in the state in equation (4.4), and then that state collapses, with equal
probabilities, onto either the first or the second of the terms in that state.
a
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The trouble here is going to be about the meaning of macro
scopic. And that will put us back ( for the third time now) where
we started.s And so all this is getting us nowhere.
We need to find a less ambiguous way to talk.

A

D i g ression on Wh y I t's Ha rd to Settle the Question E m pi rica l l y

Let's see if we can settle the question empirically.
Here's the idea: The collapse of the wave function ( whatever else
it might turn out to be) is, after all, a physical event, with physical
consequences; and those consequences must in principle be detect
able; and so the question of precisely where and when collapses
occur (which is what we've been merely guessing about over the
last few pages) must in principle be answerable, with certainty, by
means of the right sorts of experiments.
Suppose ( for example ) that I have a theory about the collapse;
and suppose that my theory entails that if I pass a black electron
through a measuring device for hardness like the one described in
Chapter 4, then at precisely the moment when the state of the
electron and the measuring device becomes (in accordance with the
dynamics) the one in equation (4.4 ), that state collapses, with the
usual quantum-mechanical probabilities, onto one or the other of
the two terms in that state. And suppose that my friend has another
theory about the collapse; and suppose that her theory entails that
the collapse doesn't happen until some particular later moment,
some moment farther on in the measuring process (only when, say,
a human retina gets involved, or an optic nerve, or a brain, or
whatever ) . And suppose that we should like to test these two
theories against one another by means of an experiment.
Here's how to start: Feed a black electron into a measuring device
for hardness and give it enough time to pass all the way through.
If my theory is right, then the state o f the electron and the mea sur5 . There is, as a matter of fact, an astonishingly long and bombastical tradition
in theoretical physics of formulating these sorts of guesses a bout precisely when
the collapse occurs in language which is so imprecise as to be (as we've j ust seen )
absolutely useless. Some of the words that come up in these guesses ( besides
measurement and consciousness and macroscopic) are irreversible, recording, in
formation, meaning, subject, object, and so on.
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ing device a t that moment (the moment a t which the electron has
had just enough time to pass all the way through the device ) ought
to be
(5.1)

either
or

I "hard" )mlhard}e (with probability Vz )
I " so ft" ) ls oft)e (with probabil ity l/Z )
m

But if my friend's theory is right, then the state at that same moment
ought to be
(5.2)

1j� " hard ")mlhard)e + V� "soft")mlsoft)e

just as the dynamics predicts (the violation of the dynamics, in my
friend's theory, doesn't happen until later ) . And so now all we need
to do is to figure out a way to distinguish, by means of a measure
ment, between the circumstances in (5. 1 ) (wherein the pointer is
pointing in some particu lar, but as yet unknown, direction) and the
circumstances in (5.2) (wherein the pointer isn 't pointing in any
particular direction at all).
Let's figure out what sort of an observable we would need to
measure in order to do that.
What if we were to measure the position of the tip of the pointer
(that is: what if we were to measure where the pointer is pointing) ?6
Here's why that won't work : If my theory is right and, conse
quently, ( 5 . 1 ) obtains, then of course a measurement of the position
of the tip of the pointer will have a fifty-fifty chance of finding the
pointer in the "pointing-at-hard" state, and it will have a fifty-fifty
chance of finding the pointer in the " pointing-at-soft" state (since,
on my theory, the pointer is now already in one of those two states,
each with probability 1;2). But if my friend's theory is right and,
consequently, ( 5 .2) obtains, then a measurement of the position of
6 . And note that we shall be supposing in what follows that this measurement
(the measurement of the position of the tip of the pointer on the hardness measuring
device) gets carried through all the way to the end: all the way to the point where
some observer becomes aware of the outcome of that measurement. By the time all
that gets done, even my friend's theory about the collapse ( that is: any theory a bout
the collapse whatever) will have to entail that a collapse has already occurred.
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the tip of the pointer will have a fifty-fifty chance of collapsing the
state vector of the pointer onto the "pointing-at-hard" state, and a
fifty-fifty chance of collapsing it onto the " pointing-at-soft" state'?
And so the probability of any given outcome o f a measurement of
the position of the pointer will be the same on these two theories;
and so this isn't the sort of measurement we're looking for.
What about measuring the hardness of the electron ? That won't
work either. If my theory is right and ( 5. 1 ) obtains, then a measure
ment of the hardness of the electron will have a fifty-fifty chance
of finding the electron in th e hard state and a fifty-fifty chance of
finding it in the soft state; and if my friend's theory is right and
(5.2) obtains, then a measurement of the hardness of the electron
will have a fifty-fifty chance of collapsing the state vector of the
electron onto the hard state and a fifty-fifty chance of collapsing it
onto the soft state. Again, the probabilities will be the same on both
theories, and so this isn't the sort of measurement we're looking
for, either.
What about measuring the color of the electron? That won't
work either. On my theory, one of the two states in ( 5 . 1 ) now
obtains and a measurement of the color of the electron in either
one of those states will have a fifty-fifty chance of collapsing the
state of the electron onto I black)e and a fifty-fifty chance of collaps
ing the state of the electron onto I white)e. On my friend's theory,
the state in ( 5 . 2 ) now obtains and a measurement of the color of
the electron in that state will likewise have a fifty-fifty chance of
collapsing the state of the electron onto Iblack>e and a fifty-fifty
chance of collapsing it onto I white>,.8
7. Of course, in the event that the state of the pointer gets collapsed onto
the "pointing-at-hard " state (onto I " hard " )m, that is), then the state of the electron
will automatically get collapsed onto Ihard)e; and in the event that the state of
the pointer gets collapsed onto the " pointing-at-soft " state !l "soft " )m), then the
state of the electron gets collapsed onto Isoft),. All of that follows from ( 5 .2),
together with the collapse postulate for composite systems, which was spelled out
in Chapter 2 .
8 . This i s , a s a matter o f fact, something that we've noted before, i n a slightly
different language, in note 4 of Chapter 4. The reader can easily confirm it (as we
mentioned there) by writing out the state in (5.2) in terms of eigenstates of the color
of the electron.
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Let's g o back t o the device. Consider a n observable of the device
which (for lack of any appropriate name) we can call zip. The
eigenstates of zip are as follows: 9
(5.3 )

Izip

0)

Izip

+1)

I zi p

=

=

- 1)

IreadY)m
=

=

VV2! " hard ")m + VV2! " soft" )m
VV2j " hard ")m - VV2j "soft" )m

Measuring zip won 't work either, since (much like with the color
of the electron) if either of the states in ( 5. 1 ) obtains, or if the state
i n ( 5 . 2 ) obtains, a measurement of zip has a fifty-fifty chance of
collapsing the state of the pointer onto the state I zip = + 1) and a
fifty-fifty chance of collapsing the state of the pointer onto the Izip
to
= - 1 ) state.
9. A few remarks are in order here.
First of all, it follows from property ( 5 ) of Hermitian operators ( i n Chapter 2)
that some such observable as zip (that is: some such Hermitian operator, some
operator with precisely these eigenstates) necessarily exists.
One of the eigenstates of zip (the zip
state) is of course also an eigenstate of
the pointer-position, but zip is nonetheless in general incompatible with the pointer
position: the zip + state and the zip -1 state are both superpositions of states
in which the pointer is pointing in different directions.
The matrix for zip in the pointer-position basis
=

1

(,h" ;" ,h, b,,;, in wh;,h I",dy).

will be zip

=

[10 000]1
010

=

0

=

=

[H

I "h"d " ) .

=

[n

=d I" <oft " ).

=

[n

The reader may want to calculate the matrix for the pointer-position in this same
basis (it's very easy), and to confirm that that latter matrix doesn't commute with
the matrix for zip.
Note, by the way, that everything that's been discovered here about the state
in (5.2) could have been surmised, if we had been cleverer, right at the outset. The
state in (5.2) is, after all, a nonseparable state of the electron and the measuring
device, a state in which no observable of the electron alone or of the measuring
device alone can possibly have any particular value.

10.
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Consider, finally, an observa ble of the composite system consist
ing of the measuring device and the electron, zip - color ( that is:
zip minus color). It turns out that the state in ( 5 . 2 ) is an eigenstate
of zip - color (its associated eigenvalue is 0) , 1 1 and that neither of
the states in ( 5 . 1 ) are eigenvalues of zip - color. And so, if my
theory is right and ( 5 . 1 ) obtains, then a measurement of zip - color
( or, rather, a collection of such measurements, carried out on sim
ilarly prepared systems) will have a statistical distribution of vari
ous different possible outcomes; but if my friend's theory is right
and (5.2) obtains, then the outcome of every measurement of zip
- color will necessarily, with certainty, be O. And so my friend's
theory and my theory can be distinguished from one another, em
pirically, by means of measurements of zip - color.
And this, needless to say, is a very general sort of fact: any claim
about precisely where and precisely when collapses occur can in
principle be distinguished from any other one, empirically, by
means of measurements more or less like this one.12
And so it would seem that the right way to find out precisely
where and precisely when collapses occur must be just to go out
and perfo rm these sorts of measurements.
The trouble is that, for a number of reasons, that turns out to be
an extraordinarily difficult business to actually carry through.
The nicest one of those reasons has to do with the ways that
measuring devices, in virtue of their macroscopicness, necessarily
interact with their environments.
Let's see how that works.
Suppose that a black electron is on its way into a hardness
measuring device and that the measuring device is in its ready state.
And suppose that (as in figure 5. 1 ) there happens to be a molecule
of air sitting j ust to the right of the pointer, so that if the pointer
were to swing to its "hard" position then the molecule would get
pushed to the middle of the dial, and if the pointer were to swing
1 1 . This can be confirmed by writing out the state in (5.2) in terms of eigenstates
of color ( for the electron ) and of zip ( for the pointer) .
1 2 . This i s the sort o f measurable property referred t o i n note 2 o f Chapter 4 .
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Figure 5. 1

to its " soft" position then the molecule would get pushed to the
right end of the dial.13
And now the electron passes through the hardness device, which
swings the pointer, which pushes the a ir molecule ( which behaves
somewhat like a device for measuring the position of that pointer
here );t4 and the reader (who is by now well versed in calculations
about the behaviors of measuring devices) will h ave no trouble in
confirming that the state of the electron and the h ardness device
and the molecule, when that's all done, on my friend's theory, is
going to be

( 5 .4)

VvI2{ ihard).I "hard")mlcenter}a

+

Isoft}.I " soft")mlright)a)

where the vectors labeled with subscript a are state vectors of the
air molecule.
That's how things stand at this point in the story, on my friend's
theory, in the presence of an air molecule. Note that this state
1 3 . Note that we are attributing both a fairly well-defined velocity (rest) and a

fairly well-defined position ( near the pointer) to this molecule

at the same time here.

The mass of an air m olecule is large enough that doing so need not conflict with
the uncertainty relations.

14. That is: the molecule is situated in such a way as to bring about a

correlation
own final position (once the swinging is over with ) and the final position
of the pointer. The molecule is situated in such a way as to make it possible to infer
between its

the final position of the pointer from the final position of the molecu le.
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(unlike the state in (5.2), which is how things stand at this same
point in the story, on my friend's theory, in the absence of the air
molecule ) has no definite value of zip - color. I S
And the way that things stand on my own theory, at this point
in the story, in the presence of an air molecule, is
(5.5)

(with probability V2)
(with probability V2)

Of course, neither of the states in (5.5 ) has any definite value of zip
- color either. And so (5.4) and ( 5 . 5 ) (unlike (5.2) and ( 5. 1 ) )
cannot be distinguished from one another by means o f measure
ments of zip - color.
And so, in the presence of an air molecule (unlike in the absence
of one), my theory of the collapse and my friend's theory of the
collapse cannot be distinguished from one another by means of
measurements of zip - color.
What's going on here is that the state in ( 5 .4 ) is nonseparable
between the electron and the measuring instrument and the air
molecule. Any measurement by means of which (5.4) can possibly
be distinguished from ( 5 .5 )-any measurement, that is, by means
of which my friend's theory can possibly be distinguished from my
theory, in the presence of an air molecule ( and of course such
measurements will still, in principle, exist)-must necessarily be a
measurement of an observable of the composite system consisting
of all three of those objects. And the measurement of that observ
a ble (whatever, precisely, it turns out to be) will patently be a more
difficult matter than the measurement of zip - color is.
1 5. The way to confirm that, of course, is to write (5.4) out in terms of
eigenstates of zip - color.
What's going on here, by the way, can be looked at as another special case of the
very general phenomenon descri bed in note 4 of Chapter 4. The air molecule acts
here as a device for measuring the position of the pointer; and zip, and zip - color,
are both incompatible with that position, and so the dynamical equations of motion
themselves will entail that interaction of the air molecule with the pointer will
disrupt the values ( that is: it will randomize the values) of zip and zip - color.
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And this is also patently not the end of the story. There will be
other air molecules around too, in general, and there will be tiny
specks of dust, and imperceptible rays of light, and an unmanage
able multitude of other sorts of microscopic systems as well, and
all of them together ( in virtue of their sensitivities to the position
of the pointer; in virtue, that is, of the fact that each of them can
act more or less as a measuring instrument for the position of that
pointer) will fantastically increase the complexity of the observ
abIes which need to be measured (which is to say: it will fantasti
cally increase the difficulty of measuring the observables which
need to be measured ) in order to distinguish between my theory
and my friend's theory.
And of course the business of avoiding these sorts of complica
tions by means of perfectly isolating the pointer from any interac
tions whatsoever with (say ) molecules of air, and rays of light will
be fantastically complicated too.
The upshot of all this (that is: what these arguments establish) is
that different conjectures about precisely where and precisely when
collapses occur are the sorts of conjectures which (for all practical
purposes; or, rather, for all presently practical purposes) cannot be
empirically distinguished from one another. 1 6 And so apparently the

1 6 . What these arguments esta blish, by the way, has been rather widely misun
derstood in the physical literature. The main confusion dates back ( 1 think) to
Daneri, Loinger, and Prosperi, 1 962, and has since been carried on by Gottfried,
1 966 ( and there are related confusions in the work of Peres, 1 9 80, and Gell-Mann
and Hartle, 1 990), and it goes like this: what these arguments establish is that
different conjectures a bout whether or not collapses ever occur are the sorts of
conj ectures which (for all practical purposes; or, rather, for all presently practical
purposes) cannot be empirically distinguished from one another.
Let's rehearse ( again) why that can't possibly be true. The point is j ust that if the
standard way of thinking a bout what it means to be in a superposition is the right
way of thinking about what it means to be in a superposition (which is what all
those misunderstanders always suppose), then (as we saw in Chapter 4) what
proves that there are such things in the world as collapses is just the fact that
measurements have outcomes! And the fact that measurements do have outcomes
(as opposed to facts a bout precisely when they have outcomes ) isn't the sort of fact
that we learn by means of the difficult sorts of experiments we've been talking
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best we can do at present is to try to think of precisely where and
precisely when collapses might possibly occur (precisely where and
precisely when they might occur, that is, without contradicting
what we do know to be true, as of now, by experiment) .
And i t turns o u t t o b e hard ( a s we're about to see) to do even
that.
Trying to Cook U p a Theo ry

Let's start over.
Let's see if we can think of precisely what it is that we want from
a theory of the collapse.
Here's a first try at that:
i. We want it to guarantee that measurements (whatever, pre
cisely, that term turns out to mean) always have outcomes;
we want it to guarantee (that is ) that there can never be any
such thing in the world as a superposition of "measuring that
A is true" and "measuring that B is true. "
about here. The fact that measurements have outcomes is the kind of thing that we
learn by means of direct introspection, by means of merely knowing that there are
matters of fact about what our beliefs are! *
Of course (and this is going to be important), if it should turn out that the
standard way of thinking about superpositions isn 't the right way of thinking about
them, then all bets are going to be off. But of that more later.
*Jt isn 't easy to imagine precisely how all of those (extremely distinguished )
misunderstanders can possibly have gotten themselves so confused. The argument
we've been talking about, after all, is an argument about the probabilities of certain
m easuremenrs having certain outcomes; any argumenr about the probabilities of
certain measurements having certain outcomes will (needless to say) critically
depend on the assumption that that there are ( sooner or later) such things as the
outcomes of those experiments; and so any argument about the probabilities of
certain experiments having certain outcomes ( supposing that the standard way of
thinking a bout superpositions is the right way of thinking about them; which is,
as I mentioned above, what all those guys did suppose) will critically depend on
the assumption that there are ( sooner or later) such things as collapses; and so
(supposing what those guys supposed) any argument (like the one we've been
talking a bout ) about the probabilities of certain experiments having certain out
comes can't possibly be an argument to the effect that there might not (for all we
know) be any such things as collapses; and yet that's just the sort of an argument
that all those guys (go figure ! ) took it to be.

